Week in Review:
Microsoft is pushing forward with plans to acquire Chinese firm ByteDance’s
ownership stake in popular short-video app TikTok following a discussion between
President Trump and Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella. Trump had previously planned
to ban the app in the US, claiming it was in the best interest of national security. The
move would immediately make Microsoft a strong competitor within the social
media space as TikTok has 100 million US users. Estimates of TikTok’s valuation are
in the $50 billion range.
According to The US Bureau of Economic Analysis, second quarter GDP declined by
a 32.9% annual rate, better than some economists had forecast, but still the worst
quarterly drop in recorded history (official estimates only go back to 1947).
Previously the worst drop took place in the first three months of 1958, when GDP
declined by an annualized 10%.
1.434 million Americans filed new claims for unemployment benefits in the week
ended July 25, the Labor Department reported on Thursday. It was the 19th straight
week in which at least 1 million initial claims were filed, and the second consecutive
week of rising claims numbers. Congress has yet to reach a deal on a new stimulus
package, which would include added benefits for unemployed Americans. The $600
per week supplement to unemployment was allowed to expire last Friday at a time
when 30 million Americans are collecting some form of unemployment benefits, and
layoffs continue to mount across an economy that is struggling to recover from this
crisis.
According to FactSet, with 63% of S&P 500 companies reporting, the blended
(combines actual results for companies that have reported and estimated results for
companies that have yet to report) earnings decline for the second quarter is -35.7%.
However, 84% of companies that reported so far have beat earnings expectations,
which would be the highest percentage of S&P 500 companies reporting a positive
EPS surprise since FactSet began tracking this metric in 2008. Big tech companies
continue to dominate the headlines; Amazon, Apple, Google, and Facebook all
announced stronger than expected earnings, adding over $230 billion to their
collective market caps last week despite their CEO's being grilled by Congress over
antitrust issues on Wednesday.
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